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Farmer’s market serves
LT homegrown produce

ti

Friday marketplace in Downtown San Jose offers customers food,
clothing and handmade gifts from May to mid-December
BY CHRISTINA YOUNG
Daily Staff Writer
About 40 vendors line the sidewalks of
San Pedro Square during the downtown
San Jose farmers’ market, said Rick Jensen,
communications director of the San Jose
Downtown Association.

Jensen said the market, which has been
running for ten years, is open every Friday
from May until Dec. 16, except the day after
Thanksgiving.
"During the height of the season there’s
maybe 2.5110 people walking through here,"
Jensen said. "It’s one of the hest places for
people Ns:Itching.-

Renae Smith, who is earning her teaching credentials at San Jose State University.
said Friday was her first time at this farmers’ market.
"I always pass by and see the signs. and
I’ve heard other people talking about it."
she said. "Hopefully they’re cheap because
I only have $7."
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Jensen said that last year, the San
Downtown Association started recruituic
non-produce vendors, such as jewelers and
clothing merchants, to sell at the market.
"Our intention was that this time of
year, there’re more gift vendors and stuff
see MARKET, page 4

Print shop
makes hard
schedule
available
69-page book of
classes costs $3.45
BY PRISCILLA WOO

PHOTOS BY DIANA DIROY / DAILY STAFF
Kazuyo luami, third from left, an exchange student from Japan, purchases vegetables at Downtown San Jose’s Farmer’s Market on Saturday. Vendors sell fruit, flowers,
jewelry, clothing and more from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. every Friday, except the Friday after Thanksgiving, until Dec 16.

Students is ho is .11 to obtain
a hard copy of the Schedule of
Classes fur Silting 211116 can now
purchase a printed seision at the
Associated Students Pont Shop.
The 69 -page printed schedule
looks like the I’DF format of the
version as at able on San Jose
’s Web site. ’Die
State
print shop w ill sell the ,implete
schedule for S3 -15 and ill only
print several copies at a time, said
manager Paul Lee
"This is on ,lemand printing,"
Lee said. "We 6,111 print a lot at a
time, just a small batch."
The pre-printed Schedule of
Classes that used to be sold at the
Spartan Bookstore xi as put to a
halt last semester due to a lack of
flexibility, said Lee. The pre-printed version would haw had to be
planned months beforehand.
"A lot of classes were changed
last minute and it’s very hard for
the university to make all the
changes ahead of time."1 -C’ said.
The printed PDF version. which
students can also download to their
own computers. has a quicker turnaround. Lee said. When changes
are made to the online Schedule of
Classes, the print shop will be able
see SCHEDULE, page 5

College association president pushes liberal education
BY EMMANUEL LOPEZ
Daily Sports I dit
The president of the Ass, ii iii of
American Colleges and Univei silk:. spoke
on the importance of a liberal education in
front of approximately 40 staff and faculty
members on Friday afternoon in room 255
of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr Joint

Library.
Carol Schneider said American universities are in a transition period of reorganizing education for all undergraduates.
"In the 19th century, all education was
general," Schneider said. "The idea of focused major studies was only developed
recently. But the current system is no
longer an optimal design for educating

students."
Part of the problem. s, budder said, is
ix mired of what
students "have a highl
they want to do in college."
"They see tgeneral education) as a
way to get through or out of the way.- she
said.
Schneider cited excerpts from a study
the association conducted last year in

which college -bound high school seniors
and college juniors and seniors were interviewed in focus groups.
According to information provided during the lecture, the students listed values
such as time-management skills, self-discipline and teamwork and leadership skills
as the most important outcomes of a college education.

Values such as ethics, tolerance and
civic responsibility. were among the least
important.
The key to overcoming the differences
in perspective between students and faculty. Schneider said. was to bind a way to integrate liberal eilticatiim into all curricula.
see SCHNEIDER, page 10

Culture show gives students
glimpse of Indian dances, songs
BY LAUREN BOSCH
Daily Senior Stall WI ’ter
More than 600 people packed into the Morris
Dailey Auditorium on Saturday night, to watch the
17th Annual Glimpse of India Culture Show. With
standing room the only available way to watch
the show, the event, planned by the Indian Student
Association, was attended by people of all cultures
and backgrounds.
"It really spreads out the diversity that is in the
community," said Sapra Yadav, a sophomore majoring in biology. "Because this is a commuter school,
it’s a good way to get out and meet new people, see
new cultures, since America is so diverse."
Established in 1988. the Indian Student Association
has encouraged active participation from people of all
backgrounds at San Jose State University. said Nadir
Syed. a junior majoring in electrical engineering and
president of the association. With close to 300 mem-

hers, the group is one of the largest organizations on
SJSU’s campus. The event mirrors much of the same
diversity and has grown each year, Syed said.
"Here on campus we have a large Indian populafion and this event has a good reputation both on and
off campus," Syed said. "The great thing about the
Indian Student Association is that it’s very diverse.
We have Pakistanis. Fijians, and it’s not secular. It’s
pretty much open to everybody."
Planned by the association’s eight -person council,
the group started preparation for the event at the end
of summer. With more than 150 performers. the event
showcased dancers, a group of emcees to entertain the
crowd and a fashion show.
In order to form a team, students must get together
and decide on a genre of Indian culture they plan on
presenting. Syed said. Different genres that were performed included Banghra. fusion, Hindi film dances.
see SHOW, page 3
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Playing the blues ...
Staind, POD. Taproot and Flyleaf kicked off their American tour dubbed "The Fall Brawl Tour" at the
San Jose Civic Auditorium on Friday night. See A&E page 8 for the story and more photos.
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DR. OBVIOUS, Ph.D.

Political changes in Latin America should open more eyes
There’s a whole continent south of the U.S. border.
Not only is there South America. but there are pieces
of land called Mexico and Central America as well.
This land, called Latin America, sometimes seems
forgotten, but it was front and center a little more than
a week ago when President George W. Bush attended
the Summit of the Americas, held in Argentina.
Bush. trying to distance himself from the CIA leak
scandal hanging over his administration, didn’t find
refuge in Argentina. as protesters rioted in the streets
of Mar del Plata.
While most of the nation’s foreign policy concerns
are rightly focused on the Middle East. it was nice to
see Latin America as a topic on the nightly news
even if most of the coverage focused on the protesters
rather than the issues being discussed at the summit.
The front page of the Nov. 5 New York Times featured a photograph of the summit’s protesters holding banners displaying the face of revolutionary icon
Ernesto "Che" Guevara. Even 38 years after his death.
Mr. Guevara is still fit for print.
Before this scene unfolded in Argentina, Latin
American revolutionary politics was a topic right here
at San Jose State University
The SJSU Center for Literary Arts sponsored a forum on Oct. 25 with Nicaraguan poet Father Ernesto

Cardenal, who spoke about the Nicaraguan revolution still capable of spreading in Latin America like it did
during the 1980s.
in the 1980s.
A whole new generation seems to be captivated
A student in the audience asked Cardenal, "What’s
by figures such as Che Guevara and Fidel
the deal with that Chavez guy in Cuba?"
Castro and looks to blame the United
Unumn ... I think he was referring to that
States for their problems. There’s romantiHugo Chavez guy who is the president of
cism with this type of revolution, but what
Venezuela. Nice try though I hope he still
about the days after? Marxism failed Latin
got extra credit for the effort. Yet, the inciAmerica.
dent was further proof that the happenings
During the question-and -answer session
in Latin America aren’t on many Americans’
with Father Cardenal, many of the academradar.
ics in the room were gushing about how
So why should we care with what’s hapgreat the Marxist Sandinista revolution was
pening in that part of the world anyway?
in Nicaragua.
Well, for starters, we share the same hemiAs someone who has family in Nicaragua
sphere, and Latinos are the largest minority
ERIK LACAYO
and has visited the country on several occagroup in the United States Jimmy Smits for
sions. I felt like vomiting from the absurdity
president anyone?
There’s also the fact that the United States doesn’t of this Sandinista nostalgia.
Cardenal, who was Nicaragua’s minister of culture
get along with that Chavez guy who controls a signifiin the Sandinista government, fielded compliments
cant amount of the world’s oil reserves.
As the United States attempts to spread democracy for teaching poor campesinos how to write poetry.
I’m not against teaching poetry, but what good
across the Middle East, let’s not forget those Latin
American countries that are still struggling to cement was it when the Sandinista government didn’t tolerate
political dissent? What good are free poetry lessons
their own democratic institutions.
The emergence of Chavez in Venezuela and the when families were told they could only purchase two
protests in Argentina show that Marxist ideology is rolls of toilet paper a week?

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site
at www.thespartandaily.com. You may also
submit information in writing to DBH 209.
Sparta Guide is pros ided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may.
require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TODAY
Career Center
Resume Critique Drop-in will be held from
I :30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at the Career Center. For more
information, contact Marisa Staker at 924-6171.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass will be held at 12:10 p.m. in the SJSU Catholic
Campus Ministry chapel. For more information,
contact Fr. Jose Rubio at 938-1610.
School of Art and Design
There will be a photo show featuring the work of
SJSU student Connie Cheung from 10:30 a.m. to
7 p.m. in Gallery 8 of the Art building. For more
information, c-mail r8zzberries(a},yahoo.com
MLK Cultural Heritage Center
There will be a screening the documentary
"Wal-Mart: The High Cost of Low Price" and
a panel discussion at 6 p.m. in room 225
of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library.
Pride of Pacific Islands Club
There will be dance lessons from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
in room 89 of the Spartan Complex.
TUESDAY
QTIP
There will he a Queers Thoughtfully Interrupting

Josh Zinman

The Salty

Prejudice meeting from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in
the Costanoan room of the Student Union. For more
information, contact Jason Fithian at 795-3804.
Hip-Hop Congress
There will be a general meeting from 6 p.m. to
7:15 p.m. in the Pacheco room of the Student Union.
For more information, contact Dave Manson at
386-5073.
SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
There will be practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. on
10th and Alma streets. For more information. contact
Melody Ocampo at (530) 574-0575.
LE I I t.R TO THE EDITOR

Prejudice against veterans
I am on the verge of losing my vehicle. That
an American veteran, while having major surgery,
would lose his vehicle, parked legally on hospital
grounds is an atrocity. Some Veterans Affairs employees seem not to care a wit about this impending tragedy. I assumed when the error was made
manifest, when I produced Department of Motor
Vehicles proof my car was towed under false assumptions, that amends would be made.
As I patiently waited for my car to be returned,
another officer was sent, complete with tow truck,
with intent to tow my last vehicle.
When thwarted, he resorted to citing me for "unrelenting loyalty" and "sleeping in a vehicle,- both
crimes of the first magnitude. That I was in a state
of disability seemed immaterial to the officer.
I do not grasp this mentality. There is something
more than meets the eye a prejudice bordering
on hatred. I realize there is a definite prejudice
against older, white, disabled males, especially
if they appear poor. But this is more than that. I
theorize it is an example of the massive prejudice
this society has for Vietnam veterans. I believe this
government and its bureaucracies (run by fascist
authority) demonstrate this prejudice daily.
I theorize further, this government realizes the
foreign terrorist threat is losing its efficacy and is
casting about for something viable as a domestic
terrorist threat. The Vietnam veterans, as a group,
may well provide fodder for this illusion and delusion. Something to think about.
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Nothing shocking about
Terrell Owens’ shenanigans
So, it looks like Philadelphia Eagles wide rccei- pended lot foul games and ordered to pay $250,000
er Terrell Owens is going to be spending the rest of in fines after he basically flaked on his team to
his NFL season on the couch and his departure from find "spiritual enlightenment- in Asia (translation:
smoke a lot of pot).
the organization is imminent.
Let’s not forget about the perennial
For all the hoopla surrounding the soap
underachievers that are the Minnesota
opera that has been the Eagles franchise
Vikings. Several Vikings players landed
for the past two years. the Eagles brass rein hot water back in October after it was
ally can’t say it didn’t see this coming.
revealed they were part of a cruise tour,
It reminds me of an old folktale I heard
which was put on by the team’s rookie
as a child.
A man was going to cross a river when
class, chock full of strippers and far too
many passengers having sex.
he came across a snake. The snake wanted
to cross the river too, but it could not
Now, the FBI is being called in to investigate whether some of said strippers were
swim.
The snake asked the man if he would
brought across state lines for the exact
purpose of having sex for money.
help it cross the river, and the man relucEMMANUEL LOPEZ
You want to talk about "conduct dettantly agreed.
"How do I know you will not bite
rimental to the team?"
me?" he asked.
You can’t top having three-quarters of your roster
"You do not. I am a snake, that is what 1 do," the behind bars because they decided to hop aboard the
snake replied.
"Love Boat."
Nonetheless, the man helped the snake and the
If you want "detrimental to the team," landing
two crossed the river. Upon reaching the other side. your teammates in the stammer is a sure-fire bet.
the snake bit the man.
When pressed about the issue. Vikings head
"I helped you across the river. Why did you bite coach Mike Tice could only shrug his shoulders and
me’?" the man asked as he lay dying from the snake’s decline comment.
venom.
So maybe Owens is a bit of a loudmouth. Maybe
"I am a snake, that is what I do," the snake said.
he’s too much of a showboat. Waaah? Deal with it.
Surely. Eagles coach Andy Reid understood the Come game time, who else is Donovan McNabb gokind of baggage Owens would be bringing with him ing to throw the ball to’?
talented player, not much of a company man,
Chad Lewis? Ha, yeah right.
though.
In the biggest game of them all, who came back
But now, everyone in the City of Brotherly Love from a debilitating leg injury at possible risk of
(yeah, right) is acting all surprised that Owens’ loud- ending his career to haul in nine catches for 122
mouth antics have gotten him into trouble.
yards’? Freddie Mitchell? No.
News flash. humanoids you should have seen
At this point, all the Eagles can hope to do is save
it coming.
face from the thousands of NFL fans and journalists
Now. Philadelphia wants to stick it to him by sus- who are telling them. "1 told you so."
pending him for four games and then sending him
Sticking it to a guy by doing everything short of
packing for the rest of the season, all with no pay. trading or cutting him to keep him off the game day
All because of "behavior detrimental to the team." roster isn’t the best way.
That’s not cool. What exactly does that mean?
But hey, there’s good news. Philadelphia fans. At
Maybe Owens’ agent and all-around jerkface least you’re still not the San Francisco 49ers.
Drew Rosenhaus did have a point: Players who
commit worse crimes get it easier.
Emmanuel Lopez is the Spartan Daily sports
Miami Dolphins running back and NFL drug editor. "The Hundred-Dollar Man" appears every
policy archnemesi, Ricky William, was only sus- other Monday.
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GOT ISSUES? Column strives to help students
Got an SJSU related problem or question? Too busy to solve it yourself’? Want someone
else to help you? Well, worry no longer. In his new column "Spartan Solutions," the
Spartan Daily’s John Myers will do his best to answer two questions submitted by
students in each column. Just go to www.thespartandaily.com and click on "letters" to
submit your problem or question. Make sure to include your contact information.
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ERIK LACAYO

The principles of liberation theology and Marxism
may sound good on paper to idealists but the rest of us
live in the real world.
I’ve grown up hearing about how awful life was
under the corrupt Sandinista government. I’ve grown
an enup hearing tales about how my grandfather
gineer with a master’s degree in economics had to
use newspaper because he wasn’t allowed to buy additional rolls of toilet paper.
I wonder if Fidel Castro. Hugo Chavez or any
of the Sandinista leaders ever wipe their cubs with
newspaper I think that answer is fairly obvious.
This possible resurgence of radical leftist regimes
in Latin America is why we need to be more aware of
what is happening with our neighbors in the south.
The United States needs to treat Latin American
democracies as true partners before more Latin
Americans buy into the anti-American rhetoric of
people like Hugo Chavez and Fidel Castro.
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The Spartan Daily is a
public forum.

OPINION PAGE POLICY

Readers are
el...II raged I. txpress themselves on the
Opinion page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an issue
or a point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to son words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar,
libel and length. Submissions (Oust contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to
(4(103) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandaily@casa.
sjeu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose,
CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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SHOW - Emcees,
fashion featured
at cultural event
continued from page 1
Garba and various skits.
"I’m very into my culture and
kmm ilie people in the organization. so I wanted to perform."
)(atlas said It’s a tun event to be
riends. I’ve also always been
encouraged M, in!, parents to stay
in touch %% ith uty culture and do
this kind of dance.
Each of the performers was
dressed in elaborate costumes,
many with large headdresses, and
ornate dresses, all traditional parts
of the Indian culture, something
the as, LII 1, in hoped to share with
those in the audience.
"The 111051 important thing
about this show is to bring a little
more ot our culture back here for
people to see and enjoy," said
Sunlit Mahtm at. a junior majoring
in business and technical coordinator of the event.
Throughout the event, a group
of five emcees entertained the
crowd with anecdotes and jokes,
captivating a crowd of all ages.
backgrounds and cultures. In addition to the dancers, there was a mu-, ideo shown, which had been
shot M one of the association’s
members. and later, a fashion show
showcased many of the st les popularized by the Indian cidture.
"The show is structured so anyone can perform in it.- S)ed said.
If the don’t want to dance, they
can he 111 our fashion show The
best part of this event is involving
es et yone.PHOTOS BY KEVIN WHITE DAILY STAFF

room as Ayesha Rehman, middle, and Romica Lal share a laugh
.loselyne Sen, right, looks into the rehe,n
before going on stage at the 17th Annual Glimpse of India Culture Show held on Saturday. The show, put
on by the Indian Student Association and held in the Morris Dailey Auditorium, showcased Indian student
dance groups from around the Bay Area.

44

T

he most important thing about this
show is to bring a little more of our
culture back here for people to see

enjoy.- sumo Mohawar, junior
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n Annual
odncers performing at ti,
Glimpse of India Culture Show wait backstage
at the Morris Dailey auditorium before their
performance Saturday. Fourteen dance groups
representing the spectrum of Indian culture wer
present at the event.
-Members of the San Jose State University dance group
Ankheley Gabr000 perform at the Glimpse of India Culture
Show on Saturday put on by the Indian Student Assodation._

CHECK OUT OUR NIGHTTIME
TERRAIN PARK COMING THIS SEASON!
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Cleanroom and Laboratory Micro-Cleaner Position
serving the Pharmaceutical Industry In the South Bay. Pad -time full-time
positions available 15-00 hours, wk. $10 an hour start: opportunity for
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have a transportation. Call Santiago @15101 728-1106
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MARKET - Some vendors sell goods for fun, not money
continued from page 1

DIANA DIROY /DAILY STAFF

Flying the colors ...
Many attendees to the 87th Annual Veterans Day Parade, held mini -American flags throughout
Market Street on Friday. The Veterans Day Parade started at the corner of Highway 87 and Santa
Clara Street and passed through Market Street.

or Christmas and the holidays,"
Jensen said.
Rusty Chester, one of the gift
vendors at the market Friday. said
he is a full-time mechanic but
makes and sells pens at shows and
markets as a hobby.
"I do it just for fun." Chester
said. "I like talking to people. It’s
not about the money for me."
Chester said it can take anywhere from 20 minutes to a few
hours to make his pens, which are
made of materials such as wood,
acrylic, corn cobs and deer antlers.
"Just so you know, (deer) drop
their antlers every year. so they’re
not harmed," Chester said. "You
just turn them on a lathe and you
polish them up and it takes a regular Parker refill. It’s a lot of fun."
Chester said some of his pens
sell for as touch as $80 to $90, and
in the past, he’s made $40() in a
four-hour period.
"If I don’t sell nothing. I’m not
worried about it," Chester said.
Tom Nichol, market manager of

the Pacific Coast Famier’s Market
Association, said the San Jose
Downtown Association provides
the marketing and advertising
for the farmers’ market while his
group arranges for farmers to sell
at the venue.
"We provide viable outlets for
small family farms," Nichol said.
"We operate 40 markets a week
around the Bay Area. We’re the
largest nonprofit group like that in
the whole country."
Farmers join the Pacific Coast
Farmer’s Market Association and
can request which markets they
want to participate in, said Chester.
"We’ve got people here from as
far away as Fresno, even though
it’s like four hours each way." said
Chester. "And then we hase people
that are more local. This guy’s from
Campbell."
Most of the people who buy at
the downtown farmers’ market are
employees at local businesses that
come during their lunch breaks,
Chester said.
"Agriculture in California is
a major industry and this is one

way to support that," Chester
said. "You learn what’s grown in
our state and when it’s grown and
make that connection with your
food source."
Sotiria Trembois said her family business, Specialty Produce,
had been selling at the San Jose
downtown farmers’ market for the
past three or four years.
"We do a little bit of restaurant
deliveries but mostly farmers’ markets," Trembois said. "This one
starts out pretty well, but it dies
off pretty soon. You get a good
lunch crowd when people get out
of work and then that’s it."
On Friday, her stand held six
types of potatoes and six types of
tomatoes, along with other items,
Trembois said.
"Some things cost less and
some things are more (than a grocery store). but we also have different things that you cannot find
at a grocery store," Trembois said.
Vendors with baked goods,
flowers, and compact discs were
also selling at the farmers’ market
Ft iklaN

Katrina evacuees hit snag in federal funding for housing
Only
WASHINGTON tAPt
$114 a month stands bemeen
Shawn Williams. a Hurricane
Katrina evacuee, and e% ict ion from
her temporary apartment in suburban Houston.
Williams can afford to pay out
of her own pocket and is willing
to do so to make up the duff ei ence
between the $633 wucher she
gets in federal housing aid and the
apartment’s $747 rent. But a bureaucratic snag presents her twin
closing the gap on her "%Lit
Now, after paying the entire
rent herself for months because lie
landlord cannot accept the %ouch
er. Williams says she is running
out of money and fears losing the
two-bedroom apartment %% bete she
has lived with her disabled hii.

band and teenage son since fleeing Ness Orleans more than two
months ago.
The government’s disaster
chef agency says help is on
the way for Williams and other
evacuees caught in the frustrating tangle that prevents landlords
hoot accepting more rent money
ihan what Washington is willing
ill CI1Ver.

It is a problem in Houston and
elsewhere vs here rents set by the
market outpace the gin’ ernment’s
gauge tor determining aid levels.
For hinnies. it is making it harder
to livid long-term housing. For
L ash strapped cities. it is adding to
then financial vs ties and depleting
then 11,0111-kV, or helping hurri..ine sit um,

-*These vouchers are pretty
much worthless because they don’t
cover the full amount of the rent,"
Williams, 40. said in a telephone
interview from the Tranquility Bay
apartment complex in Pearland.
Texas.
Federal officials said they could
not say how many Katona victims
have been affected Ilouston officials said as many as 6.000 additional rental units could he opened
to families using federal vouchers
if they were allowed to pay part of
the rent.
Since K:11E11111 hit on Aug. 29, the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency has provided $3.4 billion
in housing assistance to evacuated
victims. The money goes directly
to victims or to state and local
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governments as reimbursement for
their costs in housing hundreds of
thousands of evacuees.
Housing officials say FEMA reimburses only’ as much as a federal
measure of average rental costs,
which differs by city. In some
cases, local officials are unwilling
to accept extra payments from tenants for fear that FEMA will not
pick up its share.
The agency’ now is allowing
some flexibility for reimbursements. including increasing the
level of local rental costs and letting evacuees contribute to rental
payments. spokeswoman Nicol
Andrews said.
Last month. FEMA circulated
an internal e-mail clarifying the
policy; it is not clear whether the
information went to local housing
officials.
:
The agency is preparing a statement to assure Houston housing
officials. and FEMA’s acting director, R. David Paulison. has told
the city that FEMA will "pay a fair
price, hut would not he gouged,"
Andrew s said.

The
is awaiting official
word. Until then, Houston will not
pay the rent for people in apartments that cost more than FEMA
will subsidize. said John Walsh,
deputy chief of staff to Houston
Mayor Bill White.
Houston has issued vouchers for
long-term housing to about 18.000
of an estimated 40,000 families
who will need it by the year’s end.
but the city anticipates that another
14,(XX) evacuees soon will move
out of hotels.
Houston has received $37.2
million from FEMA to repay initial
housing costs for evacuees, and it
expects to get an additional $101
million for expenses through Jan.
31. Even so. Walsh fears the city
will not be reimbursed for payments above the voucher levels.
"Until we get a written confirmation. we’re not going to expose
ourselves,- he said.
In Atlanta, FEMA provided
$5.7 million in housing aid for
hurricane evacuees, said Sandra
Allen Walker, deputy chief of staff
to Atlanta Mayor Shirley Franklin,

The sii
ontributed an additional
$401).(xxi. Walker said, but that
still does not cover the total expenses.
"What we are seeking is for the
federal government to pick up the
gap," Walker said. "The amount
that they offer is not commensurate with the market rate for living
in Atlanta."
In Baton Rouge, La., dozens
of people are on a waiting list for
housing where they can pay part
of the cost. said Robert McNeese,
the city’s director of community
development.
"There are not any apartments
that fall under fair market rents
anymore, so the clients have to
make up the difference." McNeese
said.
Compounding the problem is
FEMA
I deadline to move
all evacuees out of hotels and
into apartments or other longterm housing. Housing advocates
estimate that more than 1570/0
evacuees still are in hotel rooms
in Texas, Louisiana. Ai kansas and
Oklahoma alone.
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SCHEDULE - Shop sells 40 copies in first week ofprinting

DIANA DIROY !DAILY STAFF

Hitching a ride ...
On her way home, Lucy Yamakawa Cox strolls with Riker, 5, along El Paseo de Cesar Chavez on
Tuesday.

to update the changes, a feature the
pre-printed version would not have
been able to do.
Lee said the print shop sold
about 40 copies in the first week it
was available.
"The day that the schedule was
posted on the Web page was the
day that students started coming
in and asking for the schedule."
he said.
The Schedule of Classes will
still be available online, the primary way the university expects
students to look for the information, said Dea Nelson. publication
coordinator for enrollment and
academic senices.
"Students have been bypassing
the Spartan Bookstore for a long
time and printing themselves."
said Nelson in a phone interview.
She noted that the online schedule
has been available since 1996
"Since we’ve went online
with the schedule, the sales have

ggN

dropped.- Nelson said
Some students. such as Raja
Kantamaneni. a freshman majoring in computer engineering.
would rather look online than pay
for a printed version.
"I usually just look at the online
schedule mostly.- Kantamanent
said.
Danielle Carmichael a sophomore majoring in biological sciences. said pros ’ding a primed
seision can he Useful for students
ss Mout access to computers.
"1 think it’s a good idea because
it comnot everyone has
puter- Carmichael said "But at
the same time. is ho really is ants
to pay three bucks tor a schedule
of classes that you’re really going
to throw away at the beginning of
next semester
Amy Arambulo. a senior ira iii
ing in computer sciens es. said the
pricing of the Schedule ol Classes
is too expensive.

"It’s a Xerox copy, it’s not even
worth $3 of paper. It should be
more like $1.40." she said.
The pre-printed version used to
be less than $2. Nelson said.
"If you’re reducing the number of copies printed, the overall
price will go up.- Nelson explained.
"Not a lot of students need the
printed copy because eerything
is available online,- Lee said.
"They can download it, and don’t
need to print it. But we have a lot
of students interested in getting
the printed cops That’s why we
offer the sets n.e tor the university."
Helen Nguyen. a junior majoring in business marketing offered a
different suggestion. "They should
sell it by (department) categories so it’d he cheaper.- she said.
"II you just need classes in your
major, you don’t i eally need the
whole stack."

tit a lot of students need the printed copy because everything
is available online."
Paul lee,

A.S. Print Shop manager

Governor pumps up California AOL, cable company strike deal to
products during visit to China stream older television shows online
will kick oil an anti piracy publicservice campaign starring himself
and action star Jackie Chan.
The governor’s packed schedule is also expected to take him to
a trade promotion at the Great Hall
of the People in Beijing, a tour of
the Port of Shanghai and a celebration of "California Grown- food
products at N’ictoria Park in Hong
Kong.
Along ilk’ isay, Schwarzenegger
plans to hold business roundtables
on issues ranging from energy and
sustainable development to agriculture and ports.
Schwarzenegger will not be
the only American politician in
China this week. Minnesota Gov
Tim Pawlenty is also on a similai
trip, and President Bush will visit
China this week as part of a multination Asia trip. Schwarzenegger
and Bush avoided each other on
the president’s two most recent
trips to California. It’s not known
whether their paths will cross halfway around the world.

ton and computer -related products
leading the way. The state exported
$6.8 billion in goods to China in
2004, double what it exported in
2000. according to the California
Chamber of Commerce.
"We’re at a tipping point with
China, and we have a lot to learn
about what the Chinese are doing."
said Chris Nance, a spokesman
for state Business. Transportation
and Housing Secretary Sunne
McPeak.
Topping the governor’s agenda
will he try Mg to persuade the
government to go after copyright
piracy.
China’s black market has translated into millions of dollars lost
horn the Calif ornia economy. At
least 9() percent of software programs and movie DVDs sold in
China are pirated, according to
some industry estimates. Millions
of Schwarzenegger’s own action
films are available for purchase in
China, mostly on pirated DVDs.
In Hong Kong. Schwarzenegger

Gus. Arnold
BEIJING (AI’)
Schwarzenegger arrived Monday.
in China on a six -day mission
to promote California products
and encourage Chinese officials
to crack down on the piracy of
copyrighted music, movies and
software.
The trip also gives him a chance
to revive his political image after
the bruising defeat of his "year of
reform- package in a special election last week.
In China. his celebrity overshadows his recent political woes.
"Folks coming along recognize
they want the exposure a celebrity
like the governor can bring.- said
Jeff Williamson, director of the
state’s Center for International
Trade Development.
tirst-day
Schwarzenegger’s
schedule includes a Special
Olympics tribute and a reception
with the 80 business leaders accompanying him. Traveling xv ith
him are his wife, several cabinet
secretaries and a delegation of
executives eager to promote com
panics that include Pfizer liii
Universal Studios and Qualcomin
Inc.
Since becoming governor in
2(813. Schwarzenegger has made
official visits to Israel, Japan,
Germany and Mexico. But
1.3 billion people
China’s size
authoritarian govand growing
ernment and rapidly emerging
economic clout offer a particularly vexing challenge in the global
marketplace. Just last year. China
sold $162 billion more goods to
the United States than the United
States sold to China. and the gap
is widening.
California is the major gateway
for U.S. trade to China, with cot-
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20% OFF

Open Saturdays
Emergencies welcome
Most insurance accepted

2034 Fonla Are.,
(New Vial eryFa_

spokeswoman said.
About 35 million homes low
have broadband access, compared
to 11(1 million 110111CS is ith
About halt of those Internet users
say they ’Se watched side., online.
according to industry analy sts.
Several alternates to traditional
TV viewing have been announced
in recent weeks, including a deal
between Apple and Disney that
makes reruns or "Lost" and other
programs as ailable for downloading to iPods. CBS and NBC have
also de, iled to allow video-on -deof their primetime
mand ot

II. ad now poments
calA nr prvelymonovra
Um. tor *I gnat spry tabor c4141,0.,

aa’aemeg)

AS,OC,dtio.n
Caircon.
Santa Clara Dental Sonety

among the 30 series to be offered
initially. They will be grouped on
channels by genre. including coinedies, dramas, animation. sci-ti
and horror, action -adventure and
"vintage TV"
Within the lint year, In2TV will
offer more than 100 series and at
least 300 episodes per month, the
companies said.
The shows will be delis ered
through A01. Video on Demand.
AOL Video Search and AOL
Television. At the Ow of launn h.
the programs will be ay:Malik
exclusively on A01. and w illnot
be in syndication on TV. an AOL

$199 Only

O’r. 19 years of experience

Or Tanaka is
Anen.an De.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Dozens of old television shows
will be available online and free of-charge through a deal between
America Online and Warner Bros.,
the latest alternative to traditional
TV viewing.
A new broadband network.
In2TV, will be launched in early
2006 by AOL and Warner Bros.
Domestic Cable Distribution, the
companies announced Monday.
Besides shows, 1n2TV will include
games, polls and other interactive
features.
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"Sisters" and "Growing Pains- are
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Pick up a FREE printed schedule*

I41
4.4
I. #4

in the Student Services Center,
Spartan Bookstore, Student Union
Information Center or

San Jose State

International and Extended Studies

UNIVERSITY

lobby, 210 N. Fourth Street, Suite 301.

January
2006
3-tuesday
4-wednesday
5-thursday
6-friday
9-monday
10-tuesday
11-wednesday
12-thursday
13-friday
17-tuesday
18-wednesday
19-thursday
20-friday

* Beginning Winter 2007, Winter program information will be ONLY available
online at www.wintersjsu.edu

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ALREADY ATTEND SJSU TO ENROLL.
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Spartans fall in exhibition

Hockey team pounds Wildcats
to keep up undefeated record
the night just minutes into
the total period.
Weber was on a roll with two additional goals. making the score 4-3.
The Spartans were able to get
another power play goal scored by
Spartan center Adam Dekeyral with
a mere 2:21 left in the final period.

Women’s basketball team loses 83-78 in pre-season

Redmond.
Yu scored the first goal 01 the
night yet again with 10:47 left in
the first period.
iii’ Cis")
r"" Jose State
SJSU was unstoppable with anIce Hockey club added two more
other goal scored by Spartan forwins it its nearly pertect record.
ward Aaron Scott with 38 seconds
making the team 1 3-0- 1.
left in the period, the first of three
The Spartans beat Weber State
of his goals for the night.
University 5-3 on 1. oday.
The Spartans really- stepped up
Saturday
The game got ott to a slow start
their game on Saturday with a lot
until Spartan toryy.ad Sky ler Yu
The Spartans shined on Saturday more passing. hitting, and shooting.
scored the first gi lat of the night
"We came out and played hard
with an 8-0 victory and the first
with 4:21) left in the first period.
forechecking. that 5% as the biggest
The game continued v. uh little shutout of the season.
The team’s intensity was at its thing we were lacking and we knew
intensity front the Spartans
that we had to come out and play
with the second period nearly inaxunum from start to end.
phy steal. They were already,
half YY ay 0% Cf. neither
shy tug away and we Werell
team had ,,,red until
001 hitting yet," said Spartan
Spartan eentei X mires
shying
already
were
hey
defenseman Ian Fazzi.
Latlor scored a pm. er
SJSU capped the second
play goal. Ins nisi goal
away and we weren’t
period 5-0.
ot the season.
even hitting yet."
The Spartans were on lire
The Spartans started
ith three goals in the third
to ph.k up their energy
Ian Fazzi Spartan defenseman
period by Redmond and two
with another power
by Scott.
play g,,a1 by Spartan
-WC %%eh: hitting a lot and pretty
Spartan goalie Ryan Lowe
forward Jett !slattern.
much mixed up all the lines but two
SJS1... ended the set.-ond period and that got the players going. All played a perfect game with about
shots taken and no goals scored
with a 4-)1 lead.
the hitting made the other team take
Much to the tans. discourage- penalties then ttirnosers and caused on the Spartans.
The team was a lot more unified
tel their first goals.- said Spart.in enter Alex
ment. the Wild, ats
and focused on Saturday. Y% his h led
to such an astonishing is tory
"We were playing like a totally
r
San le, r
dilterent team on Saturday, %%,..
/49 /1047,9S at
hanged our pre -game mentalwww.hairtotorsalon
ity completely. After Friday night’s
we knew we had to change
some things," said Spartan forward
heismviitalimaikolmen.iiserov.
S., I.,*
’scan Scarbrough.
SJSU will take on the Urn% ersity
The Fall Season is here and so is the
id Colorado at 7:45 p.m. Friday and
beginning of the "Busy Season." U we tan
schedule you now, then we can provide
7 P.m. Saturday at the Logitech Ice
you the best. We are looking forward to
( -enter.
providing you with the best %cry lie,
of Colorado is a wOur gill lo you
ail:, last team and has a lot of skill.
We’re going to have to play them as
OFF S20 OFF Agiftholiday
$10
for
on any saion
on any salon
hard as we played against Colorado
you In
service of $100
service of $50
Or TOCe
Or more
State," Redmond said. "It’s finally
Nov &
Dec 200
w.t ow a Mar MO.
yew tee Mi. ZOnli
getting into our heads how we have
h, play if we want to stay tin top."
BY ILBRA BEITPOLOUS
UI
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BY SOPHIA SEREMETIS
Daily Staff Writer
Even with the help of preseason
all -Western
Athletic
Conference
picks
Lamisha
Augustine and Amber Jackson,
the San Jose State University
women’s
basketball
team
was not able to pull out a win
Saturday against the Bay Area
Pro -Am at the Event Center, giving the Spartans an 83-78 loss.
Both Augustine and Jackson
finished with double-doubles.
Jackson, typically a forward,
started the game at center. She
led the team in scoring with
29 points and 16 rebounds.
Senior forward Augustine tallied
22 points and 14 rebounds.
In the first half of the team’s
first
exhibition
game.
the
Spartans were able to fight off the
Pro-Am, a team made up of former California college basketball
players. The Spartans were one
point up at halftime. 37-36.
However, tight early play
didn’t translate into the second
half, where loose defense may
have cost the Spartans the game
While SJSU finished the first
half with seven (unto\ ers, that
number grew to 24 by the end of
the game and the Pro -Am took
advantage of the situation. scoring
22 of its points on SJSU turnovers.
Freshman guard Breanna
ields made her college debut
ith the Spartans on Saturday
She said defense %vas the key
the game and the Spartans just
weren’t able to control the ball in
the backcourt.
"It all boils down to us playing better detense and coming
together as i team and focusing
on that,- Held% said.
With

62.4 left in the game.
It) points on the

the Pro -Ant had

Spartans.

a delb.it

from

%%Inch

DANIELLE STOLMAN

(Ile MSC ss omen tie set fulls re-

on the
chid: and the Spartans still down
by Its e points. Augustine committed her fifth personal foul and
yy.is taken out ot the game.
sits ere& With 54 seconds

Despite all the team’s defen-

offense
dominated the low post. The
Spartans scored 44 points in the
paint, more than half their total
points.
We dominate in the paint.
onsidering we have two first sise woes. the Spartan

team all-- WAC pko cr. doyy n low.
... It deli finely helps.- said freshman guard Natalie White.
However. the Spartans were
3 -of-10 behind the arc compared
with 7-of-18 by the Pro-Am.
White scored two of the
3 -pointers for SJSU. hut she
pointed out that winning requires
more than just offense and defense.
"If the team chemistry isn’t
there, you can’t win a ballgame."
White said.

It feels good
to make time
for fitness.
Take good care of yourself during the
holidays. You can make it happen right now at Pinnacle Fitness. More
amenities. Great classes. Personalized
service. You deserve an experience
that’s something special. And you’ll
find it all close to campus here at
Pinnacle Fitness,

JOIN NOW FOR
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408.924.0500
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The Spartan women’s basketball team lost its first exhibition
game 83-78 to the Bay Area Pro -Am.

Walnut Creek
925.933.9988
How much better
could your life be?
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San Jose State University middle blocker Colleen Burke, left, and
middle blocker Niki Clement, No. 2, unsuccessfully dive for the ball
as middle blocker Dyana Thompson, No. 17, watches on hopefully
during the Spartans’ three -set loss to the Rainbow Wahine of
the University of Hawail 30-16, 30-18, 30-17 in Spartan Gym on
Saturday.

The San Jose State University
volleyball team succumbed to a
Hawaiian tidal wave Saturday
night in Spartan Gym with a three
game sweep by the Rainbow
Wahine 16-30, 18-30. 17-30.
Saturday’s match was the final
home contest for the Spartans. who
will play two more games before
the Western Athletic Conference
tournament begins Nov. 24 in
Reno, Nev
Before the match, seniors
Melissa Maddux and Danielle
Orong were honored by their
coaches, who gave them flowers.
"I’m going to miss walking
down here. but I’m done," Maddux
said. "I had some good times here
and I love the girls, but I’m glad
it’s over."
After the match. the Spartans
were on hand to sign autographs.
hut as one player noted, they had
to do it after a loss.
The loss is the third in a row,
including Thursday when the
Spartans lost in use games to
28-30,
Fresno State t "in
15 at home.
2g-30.32-30, 30-2b. I
The Spartans. I - I 5 and 6-8 in
WA(’ play, held one lead during
the match against the lniversity of
Hawaii when they scored the first
point to open game n% 0.
Head coach Craig Choate said
after the match that his team played
as well as they could against the
No. 9 team in the nation.
"(Hawaii I played very well.
there was nothing we could do."
Choate said "If I played Shag
in basketball. I’m going to lose
there is nisi nothing you can do

about it."
Hawaii’s head coach Dave
Shoji said he thought the loss
against Fresno State had an effect
against the Spartans coming into
Saturday’s match.
"They looked very dispirited
and very down.- Shoji said. "They
are a much better team than played
us tonight."
Choate noted that his freshman
hitters were shocked at how well
the Rainbow Wahine were playing,
but he had to tell them, this is how
tough competition gets.
"It wasn’t as bad as it looked,"
Choate said. "This is the level
(Hawai ’ii is at and they are not
even the top team in the nation
Shoji said the goal for the night
was for his team not just to \l in.
but to play well.
"We prepared hard for tonight,"
Shoji said. "We didn’t want to just
show up. We didn’t want to have
big let down, and we didn’t is Liii
to play just to win. 1 think c
complishedi that tonight."
The Rainbtw. Wahine, 14-0 in
WAC play and 20-6 overall, won
their 105th straight conference
match in front 01 a packed, and
split. crow d.
The Spartans ’acre seeing a sea
of green not just on the opposite
end of the court. but also in the
crowd, estimated at more than 700
people.
L7anie, the
In the lust
1145 lotSpartans were held
ting percentage i iili a onibined
18 kills negated In I hitting errors.
’Aber Jessie Shull, who with
1.505 career digs has long passed
the all time SJSU record of I .4 I 2
Wilson
previously held by

1988- 19911, agreed with her
coach’s assessment.
-We played the No. 9 team,
there was not a whole lot we could
do," Shull said. "They were flawless and we were certainly not
perfect."
The Rainbow Wahine had two
hitters who recorded more than 10
kills and two others hit more than
.400.
Tara Hittle led all hitters with
IS kills, hitting a 467. Teammate
Juliana Sanders had the highest
percentage of the night for hitters
with .800, 12 kills on IS attempts
with no errors.
None of the Spartans broke
double digits in kills. Jennifer
Senftleben and Colleen Burke both
had nine kills.

But both Choate and Shull said
by game three. the Spartans played
harder, though were unable to turn
the tide.
At the stall of game three, SJSU
fell into a 2 -IS hole after Hawai’i
went on a 14-1 scoring run.
The Spartans cut the deficit to
9-19, but the Rainbow Wahine hitters continued to do what they did
the entire match: block Spartan
shots and preciously dump shots
s here defenders were not able to
get to.
And the shots the defenders
were able to get to, many were not
playable.
The Spartans recorded 31 digs
lin the night
in the losing effort
against Fresn.) State, Shull had 33
digs.
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Volleyball team spiked by Rainbow Wahine
BY CHEETO BARRERA
Daily Staff Writer

re

SPARTAN DAILY

Check out more sports coverage online at
www.thespartandaily.com

891 Laurolwood Road
Santa Clara, CA
408 748 0880
www wintersportx corn
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK
NOVEMBER 14M19, 2005
Monday, November 14

Friday, November 18

12:00 Noon, Student Union Ballroom
The Don Edwards Lecture featuring Hoover Institution Fellow
and Stanford Professor, Larry Diamond
Topic: The Prospects for Democracy and Stability in Iraq
Sponsored by Political Science, History, Anthropology, Social
Sciences, Global Studies, and International Programs and Services,
with special support from PG&E.

12:00- 2:30 P.M., Umunhum Room in Student Union
International IQ Quiz: Sponsored by the International House,
International Programs and Services
Also on Friday, SJSU will sign an exchange agreement with
Yokohama National University, Japan.

6:00 PM., Martin Luther King Library, Rooms 255-257
*Film: "Pablo Neruda! Presenter, narrated by Isabel Allende

**The film festival is sponsored by MOSAIC, the Department of Foreign
Languages, Mexican-American Studies, Global Studies, the Martin Luther King
Library Cultural Heritage Center, Associated Students, and International
Programs and Services.

Wednesday, November 16

Saturday, November 19

Tuesday, November 15

3:00- 4:30 P.M., Pacifica Room in Student Union
Study Abroad Panel. Learn how international experience through
studying abroad will give you the competitive edge when applying
for graduate schools and jobs. Sponsored by Study Abroad and
Exchange Programs, International Programs and Services.

10:00 AM.- 12:00 Noon, Martin Luther King Library, Room 225B
"Heartbeats and Heartaches: Memoirs of a Chinese Intellectual Family",
Professor Xiaomeng Qin, retired English professor, Shanghai
International Studies University. Book presentation sponsored by the
American Association of University Women.

6:00 P.M., Martin Luther King Library, Rooms 255-257
*Film: "Race is the Place"

Thursday, November 17
6:00 P.M., Martin Luther King Library
*Film: "Tudo Azul", Brazilian Music, Rooms 255- 257

\.
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Controversial film targets
Wal-Mart, screens at SJSU
BY DAVIDA ROSS
Daily Staff Writer

PHIL BEDROSSIAN / DAILY STAFF

Staind lead singer Aaron Lewis sings to the crowd of concertgoers Friday night at the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Christian
rocker and
lead singer of
POD, Sonny
Sandoval
brings his
high energy
to the stage
during
Friday’s
performance.

Fall Brawl
Phil Bedrossian / Daily Staff Photographer
On Friday night. San Jose got a dose of hard rock as the Fall Brawl
kicked off its Amerkan Tour at the San Jose Civic Auditorium. Atlantic
Recording artist Staind headlined the tour, which also featured fellow
label mates POD.. Taproot and Flyleaf.
The multiplatinuin band Staind. originally from Massachusetts, is
touring in support of its fifth album, "Chapter V.- which debuted at No. 1
on the Billboard 20t1. Lead singer Aaron Lewis sang his hard-hitting and
personal lyrics to the crowd dressed in camouflage and black.
P.O.D rocked the house with new songs from its upcoming album
"Testify," which is !Jated for release in January 2006. P.O.D. stands for
"Payable on Death.’
The band members of Taproot are no strangers to San Jose. as they
played at the San Jose Event Center in 2001 with the Deftones. The band
members even bow led a couple of games at the Student Union.
"Life on the roac! can be a grind, but once we take the stage. we rock,
and there’s nothing we would rather be doing.- said lead singer Stephen
Richards.
Taproot is prom, ding its third album. "Blue Sky Research."

PHIL BEDROSSIAN / DAILY STAFF

Length: 83 minutes

Thursday

Latino Film Festival

Wednesday
"Race is the Place" a documentary about racism in America
Language: English
Length: 90 minutes

"Tudo Azul- --- a documental-,
about Brazilian music
Language: Portuguese with
English subtitles
Length: 80 minutes

Check out
section on Wednesday for ci story
on the film festival.
All showings are in the King
Library on rooms 2.35-257 at
6 p.m. on their respecterAll screenings ore free
Tuesday
"Pablo Neruda P.-esente- the film follows a Chilean poet
who was also a diplomat and a
senator
Language: English

’Wal-Mart: The High Cost of
Low Price’
Why’’ h iig Library rooms 225-229
When, Fonight, 6 p.m.; panel begins at

ATHLETIC TRAINING
MAXIMIZING SPORTS HEALTH
Master of Science in Athletic Training (M.S.A.T.)
at Scion Hall University
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131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa (’Iana
Between 3rd and 4th Street

Love at First Bite!

O-Wow! The best sandwich I ever had!"
There’s a
A

NOW OPEN
tow New Sm Ate City Hall

Always fresh!
With flavor
combinations
that are really
different!
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TOTAL FOOD PURCHASE
Ltn111 10 orders or sandwches
Not valid with other specials or discounts
Photocopies not accepted

Valid @260 E. Santa Clara street
E ores Soon’
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I silly accredited by CAAHEP in 2003

academic and research experience
Clinical experience in a wide variety of settings

=MIN
IIRMRIM

and Conditioning Specialist (CSCS) examinations
Joe.;
iftl
UNanity

111

More than 90 percent first-time pass rate on BOC Examination

ELI

100 percent employment rate following graduation

MEM’
N..-

Open Daily 6am - 9pm

Applications are now being accepted. Classes begin in August 200(s.

20363 Stevens Creek Blvd 4
2471 Benessa Rd a Capitol Ave
San Jose 14081 926-9888
De Ann Blvd
cuperw :’t 446-5030
2307 McKee Rd N Jackson Ave
San Jose 14081 258-1155
990 Stor....: a Glemence Ave.
San Jose 4)81295-3402
4060 Monterey
4 Senter Rd
San Jose 14 I 281.9060
279W Calaveras Blvd 4 Serra Way
Impilas.,408) 263-108
2525 S (ini Rd 4 Burdette On
San Jose 408)274-1596
939W El Camino Real Ste 108
3276 S Whde Rd a Aborn Rd
a Mary St
San Jose 1408) 274.8166
Sunnyvale. ,4013) 774-0595
Call location for dates and hours of service

LEES SANDWICHES
www.leesandwiches

30 locations In serve vnti Call 1-800-640-8880 or visit our website
lor a location nearest you
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New Jersey’s only entry-level M SAT program

Newly intensified two-year curriculum provides state-of-the-art

260 E. Santa Clara St.
@ 6th St. San Jose (408) 286-8808
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"Wal-Mart: The High Cost of Low
Price," a controversial documentary
that aims to expose the retail giant’s
"assault on families and American
values." will screen in the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Joint Library tonight
at 6 p.m.
Director Robert Greenwald explained in the director’s introduction
to the film that the creation of the
movie began when a neighbor of his.
who had health problems, was hired at
Wal-Mart but was unable to get health
insurance. Greenwald said his friend
was instructed to apply for state subsidized health coverage.
"Impossible, I thought. No way
was a corporation the size of Wal-Mart
using public programs for its employees," Greenwald said. "So I started to
research, read and investigate."
Greenwald’s investigations turned
into a feature-length documentary accusing the mega -store of exercising
abysmal labor standards.
A portion of the documentary IA lows Diane DeVoy, a single mother
and Wal-Mart employee who said, in
the film, she tv as torced totem to subsidized health care for her children.
According to the documentary.
DeVoy also learned that nude coworkers with less experience %%ere being paid more than she was.
DeVny also explained in the li lin an
incident that involved Wal-Mart managers forcing her to do "dangerous
work at seven months pregnant."
The documentary also examines
the eile,t. that Wal-Mart stores have
on the tin% its they inhabit.
Red Esry, the owner of Esry ’s
Grocery in Hamilton. Mo.. is portrayed in the dOclirrientar ;is a hardworking Korean War veteran tv ho lost
his business because it Wal-Mart.
said he
In the documental y.

could not compete with the milliouns ii
dollars in subsidies he said Wal-Mart
received from the local government.
According to the film. Esry could
not afford to pay his employees decent wages and provide them with
full health-care benefits and still compete with Wal-Mart. so he was forced
to close his store after "two painful
years."
"I don’t mind competing." Esry
said in the film. "But only if it’s on an
even playing field. and Wal-Mart is not
on an even playing field."
Greenwald’s documentary is understandably controversial, gaining support and praise from some and harsh
including
criticism from others
Wal-Mart.
Wal -Mart representatives in a press
release called the documentary a
-sensationalized and one-sided view
at our el imp:toy.- and said. "It is a
propaganda video -- pure and simple
designed to advance a narrow special interest agenda."
In the director’s introduction to
the film Greenwald said this tilm is
not meant to answer the "problem of
Wal-Mart."
"Wal-Mart is a big corporate problem ii vs ill not he fixed by one (UM or
one action.- Greenwald said. "But the
film vs ill be a step towards the vital debate, discussion and actions we need
to begin to get the problem front and
center.hilliivv ing the screening in King
Library rooms 225-229. there will be
n panel discussion beginning at 7:45
p.m.

I
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Dog owners to contest law
S.F. residents start petition amid fears of banning breeds
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Dog owners the dogs’ owners, both lawyers, behind bars.
who fear that a new state law aimed at curtail"The group that’s interested in doing this
ing vicious hounds could lead to a ban of cer- has every right to do it
but I’m convinced
tain breeds are collecting signatures to reverse that the majority of Californians think this is a
the measure.
necessary and important law," said Sen. Jackie
"It doesn’t target the true problem it says Speier, D-Hillsborough. who introduced the
these dogs are making the news so let’s ban or legislation. "We can’t have vicious maulings of
restrict them," said Dawn Capp, a Sacramento children and adults by these dogs."
attorney organizing the efSan Francisco already
fort.
plans to crack down on pit
CC
The law allows cities and
hull terriers; Fresno and
counties to require certain
other cities are also looking
breeds to be spayed and
at M S to regulate the breed
neutered in hopes of reducblamed for several savage ating the aggressiveness of vicious maulings ... by tacks around the state.
the animals and help limit
Many California dog
unwanted populations that these dogs."
owners worry nonetheless
end up in animal shelters. It
that the law will eventually
Jackie Speler, senator
could also impose breeding
lead legislators to push for
restrictions and require rean outright ban on some
ports of all dog bites.
dogs. Denver and several
The recently passed law was, in part, a other cities, including North Little Rock. Ark..
response to the mauling death of Nicholas and Prince George’s County. Md.. have banned
Faibish, 12, in San Francisco by his family’s pit pit bulls.
bulls. Other widely reported incidents include
Proponents of the ballot measure say the
a woman attacked in June by her family’s pit problem is not certain breeds, but had owners.
bull in Rohnert Park when she tried to prevent
Without any funding, they have a tough batit from attacking her son, and a 9-year-old boy tle ahead; they must gather 373,816 signatures
who needed 70 stitches after being mauled by a from registered voters by Jan. .S to get the meapit bull while trick -or-treating in Fresno.
sure on the ballot next year.
Four years ago, Diane Whipple, 33. was
"The odds of us making it are not ver) good.
killed by two Presa Canaria dogs in her San But we are educating the public enough to write
Francisco apartment building in a case that put a proposition nest seit NS Oil :in 1111f0Th el vet--

sion of the bill which passed, which is faulty,"
said Jackie Marshall. an English professor at
the University of California. Davis.
Supporters are organizing volunteers primarily through word-of-mouth. Marshall. M,
the owner of two German shepherds, has been
collecting signatures at college campuses, malls
and pet stores near Sacramento.
The law, which is scheduled to go into effect
Jan. I. would be suspended when supporters
submit signatures. If it fails to qualify for the
ballot or is rejected by voters, it would take effect.
If successful, the ballot proponents said they
would advocate different 1:1\N s. including hiring
additional animal control nth,. et, :Ind imposing
breeder permit requirements. ,tittl strict penalties for loose vicious dogs, regardless of breed.
In San Francisco, an ordinance that would
require mandatory spaying and neutering of
pit bull terriers will go to a tinal Board of
Supervisors vote on Tuesday.
Capp said dog advocates are considering legal action against breed -specific laws, and said
San Francisco could he the first target.
Carl Friedman, director of San Francisco’s
Animal Care and Control Department, said the
breed -specific ordinance is necessary, but he
understands the concerns of pit bull owners.
"My response to that is not What’s next but
who is next," Friedman said. "We’ve had sonic
trdcedies and we need to be able to deal ii Ui
it the local

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offenngs are not
approved or verified by the newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business Perfect for students
Earn up to $250 every weekend. Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required. 408 292-7876
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security Officers. PT/FT Flexible
Grave Bonus. Commute up to 25 miles. (408) 247-4827

SPARTAN DAILY

Marijuana plant
seizures reflect
federal crackdown
SACRAMENTO (AP)
California authorities seized
more than 1.1 million marijuana plants this year, a record
haul that reflects a trend of drug
cartels cultivating huge plantations on public land.
The amount seized was nearly twice that confiscated during last year’s growing season,
which typically ends in the fall,
the attorney general’s office
said Thursday.
"Most of these large plantations are financed and organized
and run by the large Mexican
narco-trafficking
rings,"
Attorney General Bill Lawkyer
said. "They’re dangerous gangs
of criminals that finance not just
this, but methamphetamine labs
and other criminal behavior."
Most of the marijuana was
seized from illegal gardens
planted on public land, Lockyer

www.thespartandaily.com

PART-TIME RESEARCHER
FOR SALE
Reliable and detail oriented individual to record information from
local courthouse Flexible hours Training provided Excellent
BED-QUEEN ORTHOPEDIC Mattress set New, still in plastic.
wage Please email your interest or resume to jobs@ncrcredit com warranty $175 (408)690-3331
or fax to 408-360-0890
FULL MATTRESS SET New. still in plastic Sacrifice- $150
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th school seeks responsible
(408)690-3331
individuals for extended daycare. PT, in the afternoon No ECE
units required Previous experience with children a must Please
CAMPUS CLUBS
call 248-2464
$800 GROUP FUNDRAISER BONUS 4 hours of your group’s
GREAT PAYI NOW HIRING Sales position at Valley Fair. Hourly time PLUS our lie (yes, free) fundraising programs EQUALS
Bonus. Flexible Hours Full Training Start NOW! Call (408) 51.003-53.000 in earnings lor your group Call TODAY for up
313-3354
to $600 in bonuses when you schedule your fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser Contact CampusFundraiser (888) 923-3238
SITTERS WANTED $10/hOUR

OUTREACH PROGRAM Counselors PT Elem. Schools in Milpitas/
Santa Clara Degree/Cred not required Opp for teaching exp.
Register FREE for jobs at student-sitters corn
or visit www campusfundraiser corn
Need car. Send resume/cover letter to hr@girlscoutsofscc org
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PT Instructors elem schools DO YOU SPEAK MANDARIN? Seeking fluent speaker for care
ROOMMATE WANTED
Degree/Cred not required. Opp for teaching exp Need car VM of 9-year old Generous wages Must drive. car provided David
(650)323-9436
408-287-4170 ext 408 EOE/AAE
2 ROOMS 4 RENT SOUTH SAN JOSE Located at cross streets
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Local valet company needs SCIENCE GEEKS NEEDED In assist in a truly unique science of Embee Drive and Copco Lane The house - 1200 square
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls, and nature retail store near Westgate Mall Part-time, flexible feet has 3 bdrms, 2 baths. .1 lrg Fam Room with a fireplace
and kg sunken living room Looking for a responsible student or
pnvate events & country clubs FT/PT avail We will work around hours Nature’s Odyssey (408)996-2474
your school schedule Must have clean DMV Lots of fun & earn FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/HOST PT positions avail in professional I can be reached at 408-623-2610
1/3 utilities
Deposit
good money Call 408 867-7275
S’vale restaurant Flex firs $1050 to start Call Wendy@733- $500 per room (make an offer)
(negotiable)
9331
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS ’PART-TIME OPENINGS
Hot tub in backyard
’$1500 BASE-appt
Washer/Dryer in Garage
FOR RENT
Vector, the company for students, has part-time openings
Wireless High speed Speed Internet Access
available for customer sales/service
Big Screen protection TV with surround sound
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students
Close to Light rail and IBM (Cottle Station) (408)623.2610
’HIGH STARTING PAY
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
SERVICES
’internships possible
2nd apartment with walk in closets Great for students/
’All majors may apply
roommates!’ Great Floor Plan’ Washer & Dryers on premisis SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $6900 per year Save 30%-60%
’Scholarships awarded annually
Parking available,’ Only $1,050/ mo, may work with you on the (includes cosmetic) For info call 1-800-655-3225 or
www studentdental coin or www goldenwestdental corn
’Some conditions apply
deposit’! (408)378-1409
’No expenence necessary
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation
TIRED
OF
SHARING
A
BATHROOM?
Come
see
our
huge
’Training provided
Expenenced Efficient Exact. Familiar with APA & Chicago styles
Earn income & gain experience’ Watch for us on-campus 2 bedroom 2 full bath. over 1000 sq foot apartment. Walking ESL is a specialty Grace@831 252-1108 or
distance to SJSU Newly remodeled Laundry facilities Parking
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
Secunty Gate. Easy access to Bay Area freeways Substantially Evagarce@aol.com or vISIE WNW gracenotesedlting corn
www workforstudents.com/sjsu
larger than others! $1195/ mo 14081947-0803
BEAUTYCLUB Haircut for men $7 & women $10 Hair colonng
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program, indoor pool Expenence
$15/ up Wax 55/ up Full set nails $15/ up Pedicure $13
With children a must Teaching expenence not required AM/ PM/ GREENTREE APTS Newer Large 1 & 2 Bed Rm Units Park like Manicure $8 Located (g) 505 S 10th St Ste 205 (corner of
grounds Patio Gated W&D hook up Close to HY101 & 280
WE shifts available Email resume sdavis'avac us
William
&Kith -upstairs) CALL (408) 993-2250
Rent start from $905 995 Tully Rd San Jose 294-6200
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job, we can help! Access
LEGAL PROBLEMS? Law Offices of Pirrone 8 Pirrone. LLP
ROOMS
FOR
RENT
Beautifully
remodeled
rooms
available
on
over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS (the SJSU Career Center’s
offers free consultations and discounted legal services to
online job and internship bank) Its easy, visit us at swim/ careerce 13th Street & Saint James Each room has a pnvate entrance students 800 509 2703 guestions'pirronelaw com
& lull bathroom All utilities included except phone/DSL There
nter sjsu edu, sign in and search SpartaJOBS!
is a fully equipped community kitchen & coin -operated laundry NOTARY PUBLIC Downtown San Jose at 4th St & Si John 115
RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec Dept facility onsite TV. minifndge & microwave included in each N 4th Street #125. 408 286-2060
Positions open now for Leaders, Afterschool Elem Sch Age room Furnished & unfurnished available. $575-$600/month plus
ChildCare Recreation/Enrichment Programs M-F AM/PM shifts monthly parking fee Please contact Magda'408 279-6100 or
OPPORTUNITIES
avail T & Th PM shifts avail $7 83-$11.32/hr to start, depending emailmagda'statewidere.corn
354-8700
X245
Kathy(g408
required
on exp. No ECE credits
BEST PART-TIME GIG EVERIIII
DOWNTOWN Ilth'Washington 1/1. Util inc 575041000 Dep
Take our short computer based course now to earn extra money in
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14 50/HR to start
NP/ S. Pgr 408 233-4659
next
tax
season Finish the course at your own pace at home
408-340-1994 So. Bay 650-777-7090 No. Bay
SPOTLESS? 2 BDRM/1BA APT. Prking. Laundry. 2 Blks So. of Call Javed (82 Jackson Hewitt Tax Service 408-813-6212
WNW funstudentwork corn
SJSU. $1000. 408 559- 1356
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK w/ teens w/ developmental
WANTED
disabilities in After-School Program in San Jose PT. weekdays. SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE! Housing for American
& International Students!
An intercultural experience with SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto. Ca branch of the
2p-6p Flexible scheduling Must have completed 6 ECE units
International Students. One Semester Contract Computer Lab. California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethnicities for OW sperm
510/ hr Great opportunity for students pursuing a career in special
Study Room. & Student Kitchen Wireless Internet Access donor programs If you are currently attending college or hold a BA
education. Questions? Call Lesle, 510 835-2131 X104 Send
resume to: jobs(glesba.org or fax to 510 444-2340 or mail 180 A safe. friendly & home-like environment. Various cultural degree you can earn up to $900/mo, receive a free comprehensive
activities Parking. We are currently accepting applications The health screening 8 help infertile couples. For More information or
Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland, CA 94612. EOE
International House, 360 So. 11th Street. If you are interested or to apply online please visit www.cryobankdonors.com
have
Must
Drivers
Truck
Armored
FT/PT
BRINKS NOW HIRING
have questions, call (408) 924- 6570
clean background Clean driving record. Pass DOT physical
exam Pass drug screen. Ability to qualify for gun permit 21 years
of age Excellent Benefits! Paid Training! The career you want.
CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
The benefits you need For more information call (408) 436-7717
Each line averages 25 spaces. Is.,, Ii letter, number. punctuation mar k, and space is formatted into an ad line.
TEACHER / ASSISTANT (ECE) TOP PAY! !mimed. P/T. F/7 pos.
The first line will be set in hold type and upper rase for no extra charge up to 20 spaces. A minimum of three
Minimum 6 ECE units req’d. Must be able to commute. F/P must
lines is required. Ileadline is 10:00AM, 2 weekdays prior to publication.
be clear. (408)287-3222
MINIMMILTHRELLUNE CIASSLEIEDIJI
PT
or
FT.
Specialists,
ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and Aquatic
11
DAYS:
I
2
4
5
in San Jose. Flex hours/ days, Monday-Saturday. Call Tiago'
$121111
RAFE:
$0.00
$9.00
SIS.00
$18.(xi
408 295-0228. Send resume to jobs'esba org or fax to 408 275Skit INCREASES sac EACH ADOTTIONS1 is, All I. THE THIRD LINE PER vii
RATE INCREASES $2 iii FAC0 ADITMONAI DM WIER 0Ik fiFtit DAV PER AD
9858. 59.82-514.50/ hour DOE.
RAVES ARF. CONSECCTISE DAYS ONLY ALE AIM ARC PREPAID ’Sri REFUNDS ON CAMTII.ED ADS
ACTION DAY NURSERY Primary Plus seeking Infant. Toddler
ADDITIONAL WIMPS MAY BF HOLD AI A CILIUM:El* SI MI PER WORM
& Preschool Teachers & Aides. FT & PT posibons available.
DIZQUENCY DLSCOUNTr
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours.
40+ consecutive issues: 10% if
ECE units required for teacher positions but not req. for Aide
positons. Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors.
311ILSZLIDENIIIIAIL 10% disc( lllll t. Ads must he placed in person in 1)11111209 from (lam or Spun.
Please call Cathy for an interview'247-6972 or fax resume to
STUDENT ID REQUIRED. Rate applies to storlent’s individual ads only.
Not inlenticsI tor liminess., ancliiii (idler persons Frequency
lllll does not apply.
248-7433
PT NANNY WANTED for children 6mo and 3yrs. Wed. 12-5.
Tues and/ or Thurs. 12-5. Flexible hours. Hands-on, friendly.
References (408)621-2642

said. The emergence of national
forests, wilderness areas and
state and national parks as havens for pot growers has generated mounting concern in recent years over environmental
destruction and public safety.
Teams of local, state and
federal law enforcement officers conducted roughly the
same number of raids on a
similar number of gardens as
they did last year, said James
Parker, who heads the state’s
Campaign Against Marijuana
Planting unit.
The higher number of plants
taken this year reflects the size
of the plantations. Officials said
many plots are three to five
times larger than those seen a
decade ago. The greatest number of plants was taken from
Shasta County, where officers
confiscated more than 214,000.

BLDG: 1)B1-1 909
Pi iN: 408-924-3277
FAN: -108-924-3282
classified@c:ts;t.sjsti.edu
www.thespat iandaily.(-om
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Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional
information Classified readers should be reminded that.
when making these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or
services. In addition, readers should carefully investigate
all firms offering employment listings a coupons for discount vacations or merchandise.
11/14/05
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SCHNEIDER - SISU began Muse program, orientation programs in response to speaker’s work
Practice" that caused the university to re-examine its education
methods.
not just general education classes.
"We’ve done a lot of things,
and also to make it more studentbut we’re also exploring more opdriven, as opposed to making it the
tions," he said.
sole responsibility of instructors.
Kassing
Some
pointed out
members of
I t’s important to be the developthe audience
of the
agreed with
connected
with ment
Muse proSchneider.
gram, orienstudents."
"I think
tation proan
it’s
Pamela
Stacks, grams and
enormous
interthe
challenge associate vice president
disciplinary
for
us,"
programs ofsaid SJSU
fered at San Jose State University
President Don Kassing.
Kassing said it was Schneider’s as some of the changes enacted as
work in the 2002 report "Achieving a result of that re-examination.
Steve Branz, acting associate
Expectations: From Promise to
continued from page 1

gg

dean of the College of Science,
said the diversity of SJSU’s student body compared with that of
other universities offers some advantages.
"There are a lot of learning
opportunities that arise naturally
in the classroom because of that
diversity," Branz said. "Older students have a different type of interaction with faculty and they can
serve as role models for younger
students.
"Younger students have a kind
of enthusiasm that can rub off on
older students, and both kinds of
students can learn from each other." he said.
Branz said it was important to
make curricula serve other purposes besides landing a student a job.
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"What we’re trying to do is spective than what is was like
show that a liberal education is not when we were in school. It’s imat cross purposes with professional portant to be connected with stutraining," he said. "We want it so dents," she said.
students
Fran
that
Mary
thinking
are
e want Beiling. interim
about the social
associate direcit
so tor for the center
impact of their
work."
faculty dethat for
Pamela
velopment, said
Stacks, associ- students are thinking she was pleased
SJSU’s
ate vice presiwith
dent of gradu- about the social impact progress since
ate studies and of their work."
it decided to reresearch, said
tool its approach
Steve
Branz,
professor
the lecture was
in educating stua reminder that
dents.
students’ views
"I’m
really
on education have changed over impressed with how far along the
the years.
road we are as a community,"
"Students have a different per- Beiling said.

"Yeah,
I want you to notice."

Poisoning
squirrels
no longer
part of Calif.
city’s plans
The
DEL MAR, Calif. (AP)
city has agreed to replace poison
with more humane methods of
controlling the squirrel population.
a move that has delighted animal
rights activists.
For years, the city used poisonbaited traps to snare wild squirrels
in Seagrove Park. The San Diegobased Animal Protection and
Rescue League has urged officials
to consider nontoxic means of control, including making it illegal for
people to feed the animals.
The Del Mar Parks and
Committee
on
Recreation
Wednesday voted to stop using
poison in favor of trapping and euthanization. The committee also is
considering birth control methods.
"Poison is antiquated and very
inhumane." said Kath Rogers of the
animal league. "We’re very excited
that the city has decided to adopt
more progressive measures."

Police make
arrest in rape at
junior college

Bling your ring with
the HOTTEST gear for your phone

Two students alert
police to whereabouts of
possible perpetrator
ROCKVILLE, Calif. (AP) A
suspected rapist was arrested after
students on the college campus
where the attack occurred recognized the man from a police
sketch.
Jose Guardado-Lopez, 45, of
Fairfield was taken into custody
on Thursday on suspicion of rape,
sexual assault and assault with a
deadly weapon in connection with
the Oct. 31 attack in a campus
bathroom at Solano Community
College.
Two students spotted GuardadoLopez in a campus parking lot and
they called police. Campus police
officers detained the suspect until
Solano County Sheriff’s deputies
arrived.
"He absolutely resembled the
sketch," county officer Paula
Toynbee said. "It was unbelievable."
Guardado-Lopez was booked
into Solano County Jail and is being held in lieu of $60,000 bail.
Arraignment was set for Nov. 14 in
Solano County Superior Court.
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Ringtones for $2.49
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Text code to 386
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My Humps - Black Eyed Peas
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Hustler’s Ambition - 50 Cent
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Stay Fly - Fall Out Boy
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Run It! - Chris Brown
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or Now, Right From Your Phone!
Type in the 6 -digit code and text it
to 38(. A link to your purchase will
be sent to your msg inboxl
Supported carriers: Cingular.

Save 20% with
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Here We Go Again (feat Kelly Rowland) - Trina 141005
We Be Burnin’ (Legalize It) - Sean Paul
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I’m Sprung - T-Pain
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